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Foundation votes to divest
By Floyd Jones
Staff Writer
After only three months of reassessing 
the issue, the Cal Poly Foundation Board 
of Directors voted Friday to fully divest 
its holdings from U.S. companies doing 
business in South Africa.
The six-to-two vote with one abstention, 
nearly a complete reversal of the May 
meeting in which the board gave divest­
ment the thumbs down, was not surpris­
ing for a number of reasons:
□  The recent divestment trend in 
California,
□  The quickness with which the Board 
brought divestment back up for a vote,
□  The minimal discussion by board 
members prior to a vote.
Those against divestment were George 
Soares and James Strom, both of whom 
are mernbers of the Foundation invest­
ment committee, one of two committees 
involved in the reassessment process.
Student John Gilliand, who voted 
against divestment in June, abstained.
Foundation Executive Director A1 
Amaral said the main reasons the vote 
went as it did are Governor Deukmejian’s 
recent decision to disinvest the state’s 
holdings in South Africa, and Cal Poly 
President Warren Baker’s strong recorh- 
mendation that the Foundation divest.
Other factors for the quick reassessment 
of the issue included in a memorandum by 
Board Chairman Howard West are further 
deterioration of economic and political 
conditions in South Africa, a recent 
divestment plan proposed by the governor 
and adopted by the University of Califor­
nia Regents, and new insight on the legal 
implications of Foundation divestment.
That the entire board would not be
satisfied with divestment became evident 
in the pre-vote discussion by board 
member George Soares.
In his speech, Soares indicated that the 
decision to divest seems to be based 
primarily on social consciousness rather 
than on business expediency.
Soares spoke of the need for balance be­
tween business and social responsibilities, 
in which what is best for Cal Poly and 
what is best for the rest of the world are 
considered.
Soares’ basis for saying that a 
business/social responsibility balance is 
best is that divestment “ has nothing to do 
with (the abolition oQ apartheid,’’ the 
South African government based on racial 
segregation and oppression.
According to Soares, in light of the im­
potence of divestment in securing equality 
of South African blacks, divestment from
companies not adhering to the Sullivan 
Principles is sturdy policy. The Sullivan 
Principles are guidelines for total equality 
within the workplace.
Soares said there is danger in basing 
crucial business decisions on symbolism, 
and that symbolism should be left to 
groups on campus rather than entities, 
such as the Foundation, on which so many 
people depend.
Amaral said that Hewlett-Packard and 
IBM, two of the six companies the Foun­
dation will divest from, will probably not 
stop supporting Cal Poly by way of grants 
and equipment.
It’s this double business standard of 
divesting and at the same time accepting 
gifts from campanies that Soares wants to 
avoid.
See DIVEST, back page
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Michael J. Fox, star of the television show “Family Ties,’’ speaks to San Luis Obispo residents. For more photos of celebrities, see page 6
Stars rally 
to support 
Prop. 65
By Jennifer Smagala
Staff Writer
More than 2,(KX) star gazers 
didn’t let the rain ruin their view 
of the parade of stars who came 
to San Luis Obispo Saturday as 
part of the three-day Hollywood 
Clean Water Caravan.
The caravan was started to 
endorse Proposition 65, which 
limits the dumping of toxic 
chemicals into drinking water, 
doubles penalties for toxic dump­
ing and allows citizens to sue vi­
olators if government agencies 
don’t respond.
The hour consisted of voter 
reg istra tion  and celebrity 
speeches about the need to clean 
California’s water.
Michael J. Fox, star of the T.V.
See STARS, back page
Astronaut, surgeon and mother
Career and family possible
By Chris Barks
s ta ff Writer
A NASA astronaut assured young women they can indeed have it 
all — career, marriage and family — in a Saturday morning speech at 
Cal Poly.
M. Rhea Seddon talked about the space shuttle program in her 
keynote address at a day-long conference called “ Step Into the 
Future.’’ The conference was designed to help women at the junior 
high, high school and junior college levels enlarge their professional 
horizons and choices.
Seddon, the wife of Cal Poly alumnus and astronaut Robert
See ASTRONAUT, back page
The women’s cross 
country team lapped a 
strortg field including 
Division I schools at the 
Aztec Invitational in San 
Diego during the 
weekend. See Sports 
M^onday.
IN QUOTES
“Our goverment rests on public opinion. 
Whoever can change public opinion can change 
the government practically as such.’’
— Abraham Lincoln
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Frats: mellow out
The San Luis Obispo City Attorney filed criminal 
charges last week against the president of Alpha Sigma 
fraternity. The charges were filed for violation of the city’s 
noise ordinances after police dispersed a crowd of 350 to 
500 people on the night of Sept. 19.
It is too bad this had to happen, but it was just a matter 
of time. And it will happen again if the fraternities which 
have problems with excessive rowdiness don’t do some­
thing about the situation.
When you take a few hundred healthy, hyped-up young 
people and mix with a generous amount of alcohol, you’ve 
got a recipe for chaos.
Many students, including students in some of the 
fraternities, not only don’t attempt to tone down this out- 
of-control partying, they encourage it. Alpha Sigma, the 
fraternity whose president was charged with the noise or­
dinance violation, includes the following statement in its
fall rush statement. “ If we screw up, 
we drink; if we don’t, we keep drinking 
until?’’
Don’t get the wrong impression. We 
don’t expect the fraternity members 
to behave like angels. Fraternities, in 
the great tradition of Animal House, 
are always going to be places where 
boys will be boys. Behavior that 
would be considered deranged in 
almost any part of American society is 
considered normal, and even en­
couraged, at many fraternities. This is 
fine. It is probably the last time many 
young men will be able to take part in certain activities 
without being taken ta  a sanitarium. However, the frater­
nities are located in the City of San Luis Obispo, and the 
laws must be obeyed. C
If the laws are not obeyed, there can be serious conse­
quences. Alpha Upsilon included the following comment in 
its fall rush statement, “ Here at Alpha Upsilon we pride 
ourselves on our drinking ability, or I mean our unity (we 
all drink!).’’ Alpha Upsilon members were forced to move 
from their house in July when the Planning Commission 
revoked their permit. The permit was revoked because of 
numerous complaints from neighbors about loud parties 
late at night.
Because there is no Greek row, and fraternities are 
spread throughout the community, the fraternity members 
must conform to the community. The community is not 
going to conform to them. Fraternity members may think 
some of their neighbors are overzealous, and perhaps have 
ultra sensitive hearing, but that is beside the point. The 
fact is, the fraternities have to try to fit in.
The Inter-fraternity Council will be discussing this pro­
blem when it meets this Thursday. We encourage those 
fraternities which are having problems to try to work these 
problems out. Not only are these fraternities making it 
more difficult for fraternities who up to now have had no 
problems, but they face the possibility of eviction.
The principle of media infinity
Americans can often be heard 
complaining about T.V. commer­
cials.
Their com plaints a ren ’t 
without cause. This is evident 
upon witnessing the extreme 
stupidity of adults baby talking 
about diapers.
Americans’ complaints about 
commercials are also justified 
w hen fo o tb a ll  h ero  Jim  
McMahon makes a total baboon 
of himself on nationally-televised 
Honda motorscooter advertise­
ments.
The Madison Avenue video 
freaks believe people will pur­
chase products advertised with 
u n re s tr a in e d , h u m ilia tin g  
degradation. It’s difficult to be­
lieve people might want to eat 
talking hamburgers and clay 
chickens.
This disgusting brand of 
advertising is a prime illustration 
of the principle of media infinity 
— a vicious circle of stupidity 
breeding stupidity.
As the media feed off society, 
society feeds off the media. This 
process could perhaps be likened 
to a mutual masturbation of the 
brain’s centers of shallowness
PAST DEADLINE
Craig Andrews
and ignorance. The cycle is self- 
perpetuating and endless, like 
the human overpopulation of 
earth. The only end in sight is 
death itself, or the elimination of 
media (which is impossible for 
now, at least).
Society spreads the trends 
begun by the media. At the same 
time, the media spread the 
trends begun by society. Catch 
phrases such as “ bag it ,’’ 
“ awesome’’ and “ outrageous’’ 
have gained new contexts and 
acceptance in the jargon of ad­
vertisements. But it’s doubtful 
some advertising genius was 
behind the strange new use of 
these phrases. More likely, a 
group of surfers is responsible.
Suppose a clan of heavy-metal 
rockers in Hollywood began say­
ing “ totally beaverish’’ every
time they saw something “ bit- 
chin’ ’’ or “ far-out.’’ In due 
course, the term would be heard 
by script writers and plugged in­
to teenybopper movies, there­
upon wheedling itself into slick 
advertisements for all America 
to hear. Then, media consumers 
h ea r the  w ords “ to ta lly  
beaverish’’ on a wine cooler 
commercial and are offended by 
the stupidity. For, indeed “ total­
ly beaverish’’ makes little logical 
sense, as very few things could 
be totally beaverish.
Suppose the hottest advertis­
ing new personality in New York 
turns out to be David Letterman. 
Would having gapped teeth 
become cool? Perhaps.
The principle of media infinity 
is a terrible threat to humanity. 
If the acceleration of stupidity 
continues at the present ex­
ponential rate, the day is coming 
where America will be a huge 
mountain of blithering idiots.
All is not lost, however: very 
few people can be seen walking 
the streets, wearing one glittery 
glove, singing “ Beat it.’’
Craig Andrews is editor o f the 
Insight section.
letters to the editor
Administration is not 
supporting athletics
Editor — Central Coast basket­
ball fans will have a major void 
when the season starts this fall. The 
apparent "dismissal" of Cal Poly 
head basketball coach Ernie 
Wheeler should have a resounding
effect on the attendance and sup­
port of both the students and the 
community alike. Why would the Cal 
Poly Administration interrupt a 
successful program within 30 days 
of its 1986-87 beginning?
For 16 years. Coach Wheeler has 
developed a winning tradition at Cal 
Poly. The fan attendance has grown 
each year and has become a 
significant form of entertainment
for Central Coast residents. Is this a 
continuation of the Administration’s 
attempt to reduce or eliminate 
athletics at Cal Poly?
Cal Poly has been recognized as 
one of the most successful Division 
II athletic programs in the country.
It has won more national Division II 
championships than any other uni­
versity. Central Coast residents 
have taken pride in the ac­
complishments of Cal Poly athletics 
and have willingiy supported the 
athletic programs with their atten­
dance and money. Isn’t the com­
munity entitled to more than the 
muffled reasons given for the con­
tinued demise of the athletic pro­
grams?
Personally, I will miss the en­
thusiasm displayed by Coach Ernie 
Wheeler. I wonder if the university 
will miss my support?
FRANK SHEEHAN 
Former president. Mustang Booster 
Club
Lazy students condemned 
for campus litter problem
Editor — I was one of the Poly 
Reps who was passing out free 
campus trial packs during activity 
hour Thursday. As the hour was
coming to a close, we noticed that 
there were empty boxes, Mustang 
Dailys, other freebies, etc. 
everywhere — the plaza was literally 
trashed. As I was leaving, I grabbed 
my own packs, emptied them, and 
went to throw them away in a near­
by trash can.
I was appalled — the trash can 
was completely empty. Mine was 
the first piece of trash in there! With 
all that garbage everywhere, no one 
could take two seconds to throw 
their trash away.
I’m also a custodian on campus 
and have seen this attitude 
displayed by many students here.
Come on Cal Poly, you went to a 
lot of trouble to get here, show 
some pride in your school! If 
everyone had just thrown away their 
own trash, the plaza wouldn’t have 
looked like a war zone.
Don’t rationalize to yourself that 
“someone gets paid to clean this.’’ 
Someone is getting paid to clean up 
this campus, not to pick up after 
you.
VERONICA SIRIAS
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Five injured in shooting spree
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Five people were injured early Sun­
day when a gunman sent bullets flying through a Thai restau­
rant in Hollywood after an argument broke out, police said.
One person was critically injured with a bullet wound to the 
neck, but was in stable condition Sunday at Hollywood Presby­
terian Medical Center after surgery, police said.
The four other victims were either grazed or suffered other 
minor injuries in the shootings, police said. The names of the 
victims weren’t immediately available.
The shooting broke out around 1 a.m. at That’s Thai Restau­
rant on Sunset Boulevard.
The victims were attending a dinner party at the restaurant 
when an argument started. The gunman pulled out a semi­
automatic weapon and began firing, police said.
There were no immediate arrests. The police Asian Task force 
was asked to assist in the investigation because the victims and 
witnesses speak only Thai, hampering the investigation.
Congress faced with budget crisis
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress needs to pass a budget bill 
and get President Reagan’s signature on it before they can ad- 
jurn for the year to campaign for re-election.
The budget bill is a major hurdle to be dealt with in the wake 
of the landmark tax legislation passed last week by the House 
and Senate.
The congressional agenda is still crowded with a number of 
major issues, including whether to override President Reagan’s 
veto of a bill imposing economic sanctions on South Africa, to 
raise the federal debt ceiling, to approve an anti-drug package, 
and whether the Senate should remove a federal judge from of­
fice.
But at the top of the list is the largest spending bill Congress 
has ever considered, a budget measure made necessary because 
none of the 13 regular bills appropriating money for federal 
agencies has been passed.
The current fiscal year ends Tuesday and legally, the gov­
ernment cannot spend any more after that unless Congress ap­
proves, and Reagan signs, the budget bill by then.
Saturday Reagan renewed his threat to veto the bill because 
of limitations it would place on defense, among other factors.
Broad
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Good Until 10-4-86 with Coupon
Broad Street Bikes 
2700 Broad. San Luis Obispo 
(on 2700th block of South Bioad) 
541-5878
Du Pont advocates drug tests in schools
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Ad­
vocating drug tests of all high 
school students, former Delaware 
Gov. Pierre du Pont brought his 
campaign for the Republican 
nomination for president to 
California for the first time this 
weekend.
“ If we can require vaccinations 
before our kids go to school, we 
can require drug testing while 
they’re in school,’’ du Pont said 
in a Saturday dinner speech to 
500 delegates and guests at 
California Republican Party’s 
annual fall convention.
He proposed that the most ef­
fective punishment for students 
who fail drug tests would be 
delay in issuance of their driver’s
licenses.
Du Pont, the only formally 
declared candidate for the 
Republican nomination for 
president in 1988, repeated con­
servative themes of his formal 
declaration in Wilmington two 
weeks ago in the only public ap­
pearance in his three-day 
California tour.
“ High taxes give government 
power. Low taxes give people 
power,’’ du Pont said.
“ Government doesn’t need 
more money until it does a better 
job with the money it’s got.’’
Du Pont received enthusiastic 
applause when he called for no 
co m p ro m ise  o f P re s id e n t 
Reagan’s Strategic Defense Ini-
tiative, but his proposal that a 
national work-for-welfare plan 
should include a government job 
at 90 percent of minimum wage 
for every able-bodied welfare 
recipient who can’t find other 
work was received with awkward 
silence and some grumbles.
“ I think it’s time to admit that 
our welfare system is a human 
and governmental failure. ... Our 
policy in this country ought to 
be, if you don’t work you don’t 
get paid,’’ du Pont said.
In contrast to the cool recep­
tion to du Pont’s welfare pro­
posal, he received his most en­
thusiastic applause for his stand 
on Reagan’s so-called “ Star 
Wars’’ defense plan.
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Get the picture? With AT&T you can’t lose. Unrivaled 
long distance service and now an unbeatable sweepstakes offer.
Right now, if you enter the “AT&T Long Distance 
Sweepstakesl’ you could drive off with the national grand prize 
a 1987 Pontiac Fiero GT
Or as one of two first prize winners, you could fly off on a 
trip for two to London on British Airways in cooperation with
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Flying Inter Collegiate Holidays Inc.
Thousands of prizes will be given aw ^  on individual 
campuses, including Sony Discman Compact Disc Players, 
AT&T Trimline® Telephones, designer sunglasses, and CBS 
Special Albums/Cassettes.
So enter at the AT&T Table today. And learn about reliable 
long distance service that’s always a winner.
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Enter today at the AT&T Table, 
Cal Poly Union Plaza
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New law will change 
calculation of loans
By Elmer Ramos
Staff Writer
A law approved by Congress 
last week will change the method 
of calculating family incomes of 
applicants for guaranteed stu­
dent loans, and is likely to reduce 
the number of students eligible 
for the funds, according to a Cal 
Poly financial aid official.
Robin Loftus, assistant direc­
tor of Financial Aid, said part of 
the Reauthorization Bill of the 
Higher Education Act passed by 
Congress will require additional 
analysis of loan applicants.
“ Students from middle-income 
and low-income families are go­
ing to be hurt by it,” she said. 
“ The number of loans will pro­
bably be lower.”
The law, which will go into ef­
fect on Wednesday, will require 
all applicants to undergo an ex­
tended need analysis. In the 
past, a student whose family’s 
adjusted gross income was less 
than $30,000 was exempt from 
the analysis.
Loftus said the need analysis 
will take into account the fami­
ly’s assets, such as cash, bank 
accounts and investments in 
calculating income. Home equity, 
real estate holdings and adjusted
business and farm net worths 
also will be considered, she said.
In effect, she said, the analysis 
will boost the incomes. Many 
students who in the past would 
have been eligible for a loan will 
be shut out or receive reduced 
loans.
Under current regulations, an 
undergraduate whose family has 
an adjusted gross income of 
$30,000 or less is eligible to bor­
row up to $2,500 a year. If the 
adjusted gross income i^SSfbre 
than $30,000, the stufl||p* is 
eligible to borrow the amount of 
the “ unmet financial need.”
Unmet financial need is the 
estimated cost of school minus 
the financial aid expected to be 
received minus the expected 
family contribution.
Loftus said she is especially 
concerned about the effect of in­
c lu d in g  hom e eq u ity  in 
estimating income. The value of 
houses bought several years ago 
has since skyrocketed, she said.
“ It will knock out a lot of stu­
dents,” she said. “ Home prices in 
California are so high.”
Students who submit their ap­
plications before Wednesdsay 
will be evaluated using the old 
standards, Loftus said.
Unions seek wine boycott
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — 
The bitter harvest-time winery 
walkout escalated on Sunday as 
striking workers officially plead­
ed for a statewide boycott of the 
biggest-selling wines in Califor­
nia, and employers prepared 
strategy that could include mass 
firings and replacement.
“The boycott starts today,” 
said Robert Fogg, Local 186 
president of the W inery, 
Distillery and Allied Workers 
Union. Fogg added that he hoped 
the international union would 
make it a nationwide boycott.
On Wednesday, Locals 186 and 
45, headquartered in Modesto 
and F resn o  re sp e c tiv e ly , 
decisively rejected the 12- 
member Winery Employers 
Association’s new contract offer. 
About 2,200 people are on strike.
“ We are asking the public not 
to buy products manufactured 
by the members of the associa­
tion,” said Fogg.*
Eleven wineries and allied 
operations of the 12-member 
association, from Napa Valley 
350 miles south to Bakersfield, 
have been struck. Fogg said 98 
union members have been cross­
ing picket lines.
“ We recommend that the 
public buy from other companies 
with whom we have contracts,” 
he said. “ Permanent replacement 
is the companies’ last straw, and 
“ I wouldn’t be surprised if that’s 
what happens ... that’s all they 
can do to the strikers.”
Efforts to reach Lieber by 
telephone were not immediately 
successful.
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Senior Phil Boulting House assists freshman Amy Rutter during the first week of school.
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Faculty seeks pay raise but still lacks contract
By Matt Weiser
s ta ff Writer
Instructors at Cal Poly and 
the rest of the California State 
University system have been 
teaching under an expired labor 
contract for the past four 
months. This week faculty will 
vote for a pay increase, even 
though a new contract is yet to 
come.
The old contract is still in use 
as a good-faith gesture between 
the California Faculty Associa­
tion and the CSU Trustees while 
a new contract is negotiated.
The points of conflict are 
changes in contract language 
desired by the Trustees. And 
while collective bargaining con­
tinues, a fully-approved 6.8 per­
cent faculty pay raise that will be 
part of any new contract remains 
in the wings until a new contract 
is agreed upon.
“ Everyone from the Governor 
down agrees with the pay in­
crease,” said Jan Pieper, Cal Po­
ly director of personnel and 
employee relations. “ We want to 
give the pay increase as soon as 
possible and make it retroactive 
to July 1.”
July 1 was the date a new con­
tract should have become effec­
tive.
To institute the pay raise now 
and ease some of the strain until 
an agreement is reached, faculty 
at all 19 CSU campuses will be 
voting Tuesday and Wednesday 
to begin paying at the new rate 
without a new contract.
“ It’s a bargaining strategy,” 
said Adelaide Harmon-Elliott, 
mathematics professor and Cal 
Poly CFA president.
Voting tables will be set up 
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Planning
is
Everything
How can you turn 
$30.00 a month 
into $100,000? 
call me for details.
Diana L. Smith
541-3250
Central 
Financial 
Services
1326 CHORRO ST.
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93401
staff dining hall, the Computer 
Science Building, the ground 
floor of the A griculture 
Engineering Building and in the 
Architecture Building patio, and 
from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. in the 
foyer of the Math Building and 
in the Business Administration 
and Education Building.
Contract language problems 
will have to be worked out in col­
lective bargaining. If unsuc­
cessful at this stage, the next 
step is to bring in an outside ar­
bitrator.
The changes proposed by the 
Trustees concern faculty rights. 
The Trustees want to give cam­
pus presidents sole decision­
making power in a number of 
personnel matters, such as reap­
pointment, promotion, tenure, 
awards and the early retirement 
program. Currently, presidential 
power is limited and faculty are 
guaranteed participation in these 
matters.
The current faculty salary 
schedule would also be changed, 
and faculty would not be assured 
participation in salary offers. 
Contractual requirements that 
personnel actions be based on in­
formation in personnel files 
would be eliminated, as would 
the link between faculty promo­
tion criteria and established sal­
ary steps.
According to the CFA, these 
changes are required by the 
Department of Finance to repre­
sent no increased salary costs to
the CSU system.
“ This is going to ruin the uni­
versity system,” said Harmon- 
Elliott. “ The president currently 
has sole power to allocate funds. 
If we give the president any 
more power the whole university 
system suffers.
“ We’re saying to the faculty, 
‘you don’t want to take this 
because you’re going to lose all 
your rights.’ We know that the 
faculty isn’t going to want to 
give up these things,” said Har­
mon-Elliott.
The CSU Trustees^ believe a 
rearranged salary schedule would 
restore academic ranks as a 
measure of accomplishment and 
credentials, and make rank and 
salary more flexible to attract
quality faculty.
Pieper said the faculty is 
usually a group of independent 
individuals. She also said that 
Cal Poly President Warren Baker 
is eager to promote collegiality 
with the faculty, and would use 
faculty input heavily in any per­
sonnel decisions.
“ If the presidents have final 
say on those issues, that doesn’t 
mean they’ll go around and make 
arbitrary decisions. They are 
pledged not to make arbitrary, 
random decisions,” said Pieper.
“ It’s going to be a long fight,” 
said Harmon-Elliott. “All the 
other fights won’t be rectified 
until probably after Christmas. 
It will probably go to arbitra­
tion.”
SIGN UP!
INTRAMURAL/REC SPORTS
SPORT
DIVISION
DATE
TIME
PLACE
SPORT: 
DIVISION: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
PLACE:
V olleyball
M en , W om en, Co-Rec: 
Septem ber 29 , 1986 
7:00P M
San L uis L ounge
T ou ch  Football 
M en, W om en, Co-Rec: 
Septem ber 29, 1986 
8:00?M
San L uis L ounge
A, B
A ,B
SPORT : 
DIVISION :
d a t e :
TIME :
Soccer
M en , W om en, Co-Rec: A , B 
Septem ber 29, 1986 
9:00P M
PLACE : San L uis L ounge
CO-SPONSOR : Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
Recreational Sports
General Motors is proud to 
sponsor your campus intramural/ 
recreational sports.
JOIN THE FUN
Read the information above and 
sign up with your Intramural/Rec- 
reational Sports Department today!
EVERYONE CAN PLAY 
All students, staff and faculty 
are eligible.
General Motors..’.’sharing your future”
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Graphics student’s T- shirts a hit
TUSTIN ELLBONyMuMang Daily
By Gwen Dawkins
Staff Writer
SLO Transit, Slo Graphics, and Slo Securi­
ty are examples of how businesses have capi­
talized on SLO, San Luis Obispo’s acronym.
One Cal Poly graphics student has utilized 
the nickname in another way. His SLO 
TOWN and SLO LIFE T-shirts are seen in 
shops and on bodies throughout town.
Robert Siller started his silkscreening 
business, INK SPOT, three-and-a-half years 
ago with a wooden printer in a rented garage. 
Today he owns his own shop, employs two 
assistants, is using up-to-date equipment and 
is selling enough to support himself, and even 
enough extra to take himself to Europe on 
vacation.
Although the SLO TOWN and SLO LIFE 
T-shirts were Siller’s original designs, he has 
many others in circulation. The types of shirts 
Siller produces are those which appeal 
primarily to tourists. He has designs for sale 
in San Luis Obispo, as well as others in Morro 
Bay, Santa Barbara, Monterey and Hawaii.
Siller learned the basics of silk screening 
through the graphics department and took it 
up as a hobby.
“ It was a way for me to be expressive and 
creative. The business just grew by itself,” 
Siller said.
INK SPOT’s humble beginnings took more 
than simply being creative and expressive. 
Siller was trying to get a job making decals. 
He found a great deal on a 10-gallon can of 
ink, and although it was a lot more than he
needed, he couldn’t pass it up. As it turned 
out, he didn’t get the job and was stuck with 
more ink than he knew what to do with. He 
decided he had to do something, so he went 
into business for himself.
Siller started out making shirts for campus 
clubs with his one-color wooden press. But it 
wasn’t until a year later that he attempted his 
own designs.
Because INK SPOT is relatively small- 
scale, finances aren’t as big a problem as they 
can be for new businesses. “There are ways to 
establish creative financing. You can start 
small, take time with the business and the 
money will be there. You can also have the 
business pay for itself by having the customer 
pay 50 percent up front and use that for pro­
duction,” said Siller.
Siller said risks must always be taken, but 
one should be money-wise. He recently took a 
big risk by selling his shirts at the California 
Mid-State Fair over the summer. After doing 
extensive research regarding concession sales 
at fairs. Siller concluded he might lose some 
money but decided to try it for the exposure 
anyway. He designed a special shirt just for 
the fair and sold so many he ran completely 
out a few times.
Siller said although his business is keeping 
him in school longer due to the time he must 
devote to it (usually 12 hours a day) it makes 
life more exciting. He said he will probably 
graduate this winter and continue in the 
business because everything is going so well. 
“ I’ve never really thought of doing anything 
else,” he said.
IvD vrays to leave 
the pack behind
calendar
tuesday
•The Women’s Re-Entry Club 
will hold its first meeting from 11 
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Tuesday in 
Room 301 at the Robert E. Ken­
nedy Library
•The Cuesta College Founda­
tion will sponsor a free forum
and workshop on the 1986 Tax 
Reform Act at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday 
in the C u esta  C o llege 
Auditorium. Topics will include 
ways that the new tax law will 
affect individual taxpayers, its 
impact on the economy and its 
effect on investments.
Speakers will be Diane P. 
Blakeslee, president of Blakeslee 
and Blakeslee, a certified finan­
cial planner; and Steven S. 
Anreder, senior vice president of 
Drexel, Burnham, Lambert, Inc. 
and former senior editor of Bar­
ron’s financial publication.
Apple® has two ways to put you ahead 
of the competition. And keep you there.
Just take part in a five minute 
demonstration of the Macintosh™ per­
sonal computer.
You’ll see how Macintosh can 
help you work better, faster and smarter.
You’ll also qualify to win aTrek® 
12-speed touring bike. And you’ll walk  
away with a fi*ee bicycle cap.
Macintosh and aTrek bike.
Both will do more than help you 
get ahead. Both will take you 
anywhere you want to go.
EIGdiiqI Bcx>kstoie
()fferreslrtüumsiW(i(ietatLuirv(iiatlí4hU-alvourmt.rtK()mlmUriVuU-r Hnnitutifi.uiiwlíM  u hile stiffly Uists Trek* is u tnuímark nj Tn>k Huwle 
Otri! ÍV l<m .■{ffly (Mmjnihr I tu .^ flc  <ntd tln-.^fU' lofio dre rcfitsUrcd trailvnitirl's of. y>/>ly OimfinUr hu Mmvitaé is a tnulmurk ii/Mchitaé 
lÀâhitratorx hu um itshirtfi^tiSi^dutthitsiWpressiHrfmsstnu
America’s One Stop Packaiglng 
& Mail Service Centers
p jm  
y n 4 I L !
CaeBBOTAMBBCA
Custom Packaging 
Shipping 
Express Couriers 
Telex
Packaging Supplies 
Business Stationery
• Mail Box Rental
• Mail Services
• Message Service
• ID ft Passport Photos
• Keys
• Rubber Stamps
Open Monday Thru Saturday
3 3  5 4 6 - 8 8 7 2  9
1344 Madonna Rd 
(In Laguna Village Shopping Ctr.)
MONEY ORDERS*
\rslesT E R N
U N IO N
To hek up Ot Sond CoVi Monoy 
Ordm Tromlcri Or Mottogn
For Franchise Information Call (303) 752-3500
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Program
promotes
equality
By Julie A. Williams
s ta ff Writer
The Cal Poly administration, 
the Office of Academic Affairs 
and Services and people from 
each school on campus have 
joined in a program to increase 
enrollment of underrepresented 
minorities at Cal Poly.
The Educational Equity Pro­
gram helps students who 
statistically have a low atten­
dance rate in universities to get a 
fair chance at completing a col­
lege education.
Malcom Wilson, interim vice 
president for Academic Affairs, 
said the largest underrepresented 
ethnic group in California is 
Hispanic students. Blacks also 
have a low enrollment rate at the 
college level.
“ California is fast becoming a 
multi-cultural state. By 2010 the 
majority now will become a 
minority,” said Wilson. “ We 
want to make sure the state will 
uphold a successful work force.”
This does not mean that all 
minorities are low in attendance 
at the college level. For example, 
Asians are p roportionate ly  
higher in attendance at the 
higher education level than the 
general education level.
An early part of the Educa­
tional Equity Program takes 
place at the elementary, junior 
high, and high school levels. This 
is to let students know early 
enough in their education what 
will be offered to them later so 
they may be academ ically 
prepared to succeed.
A second part of the program 
is the retention effort, which 
takes place on campus. Academic 
S tu d en t S erv ices o ffe rs  
assistance to students who typi­
cally have a high drop-out rate. 
Now, deans, department heads, 
and faculty will also help im­
prove the equity program.
Last June, Wilson sent memos 
to all deans informing them that 
their individual efforts in im­
proving the situation will be 
monitored.
“ It was not really a change in 
policy because a lot of in­
dividuals in the schools were al­
ready helping but, more simply, a 
formal statement saying the 
program had now reached the 
school level,” Wilson said.
People designated as primary 
spokespersons for each school 
include Dean Ken Walters of the 
School of Business, Dean Harry 
Busselen of the School of Human 
Development and Education, 
Dean Philip Bailey of the School 
of Science and Mathematics, 
Associate Dean Peter Lee of the 
School of Engineering, Associate 
Dean Bessie Swanson of the 
School of Liberal Arts, Associate 
Dean Richard Zweifel of the 
School of Architecture and 
Associate Dean Larry Rathbun 
from the School of Agriculture.
There will be a series of 
meetings to monitor the progress 
of the program; the first meeting 
will be held next week.
THREE GREAT WnrS
TO IMPROVE
TOUR SOCIAL UFE.
A  V i s a ' o r  M d s t e r t c a ^
When you open a Security Pacific DiscountBanking " special line of credit. Of course, you have to qualify but 
account, you can apply for a Visa or MasterCard, with a you get this credit at a reduced annual percentage rate.
D i s c o u n i n i i i .
\ V
<r X
!IL
*  s' :
.^ 1
Open a DiscountBanking account now and we’ll give 
you a coupon book packed with value. You’ll get great 
discounts on airline travel—up to $100 off a ticket. 
You’ll save up to 50% at fine hotels. You’ll enjoy meals 
from the fast to the fabulous up to 50% off. You’ll get 
great discounts at Universal Studios, the Queen Mary
& Spruce Goose, Sea World, on wine country tours, 
whale watching and more. Save on major college 
football. Giants and As baseball, Aztec soccer and 
other sporting events. Save on movies, concerts, 
shows and the theater. Certain restrictions apply but 
the coupons are good through November 1,1987
Be smart. DiscountBanking. It’s free checking if you 
use the system as it was designed. And that means 
more discretionary money in your pocket for the good 
times. Here’s how it works. Write 10 or fewer checks 
per month. Keep $100 minimum balance. And be 
aware that your DiscountBanking account is subject 
to standard charges for overdraft, check printing, stop 
payment orders and all the heavy stuff, l^ a t  you do is
P i s c o u n t B a n k i n g .
make unlimited transactions on our 24-hour 
ReadyTeller®machines. (You get the ReadyTeller card 
the same day you open the account.) Now this saves 
you time, and time is rnoney. Just see our New 
Accounts Representative for details. But hurry. The 
DiscountBanking, Discount Fun offer expires 
November 7,1986. And you can only get it at Security 
Pacific Bank.
/ f f f f j DiscountBankin
ONLY FROM
SECURITY nVCIFIC BANK
SS#fvic«m«fkow»n«dbyS#curityP»ci*K:Cofpofilion 'LookingForwardWittiM9ui»tlrad«m«rtto) Security PtciteCofporalion ®S#cunty Pacific OfSMSPNBSacuntyPacificNafionalBankMamOarFOfC
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ASI to benefit from joint marketing effort with Shakey's
By Suzanne Carson
Staff Writer
ASI and Shakey’s Pizza Res­
taurants have embarked upon a 
new marketing campaign which 
could lessen ASI dependence 
upon student fees and provide 
funds to underwrite school pro­
grams, said ASI President Kevin 
Swanson,
The joint promotional effort is 
a year-long program which could 
bring $18,000 to ASI, to be 
allocated to university programs, 
services and scholarships. Also, 
the money could be used to keep 
student fees at a minimum, 
though it will not lower fees.
Through cooperative advertis­
ing, Shakey’s and ASI have 
pumped thousands of discount
coupons for Shakey’s pizza and 
other Shakey’s meals into the Cal 
Poly community. Upon redemp­
tion, coupon-holders receive dis­
counts such as $2 off pizza pur­
chases, and in return ASI 
receives $I from Shakey’s.
Several other similar lunch and 
dinner coupon offers are avail­
able for coupon-holders, pro­
viding at least a 50-cent refund 
for ASI.
Swanson said the program is 
primarily a test for ASI. “ It has 
never been done before,’’ he said. 
“ We want to see how responsive 
students are in their participa­
tion and support.’’
Swanson said the program is 
beneficial to all parties involved 
and that it is a low-risk venture.
with Shakey’s covering the ma­
jority of the advertising ex­
penses and assuring that ASI
won’t suffer substantial losses.
An ASI revenue projection
report estimates a potential loss 
figure of $420.
Business management senior 
Gary Jennings had the idea for 
the marketing plan and brought 
it to ASI. A^er sending out bids 
to every local pizza establish­
ment and accepting the offer
from Shakey’s, Jennings got the 
go-ahead from the Administra­
tion and ASI to implement the 
program.
Jennings said the project is his 
senior project and is a way of 
returning something to the uni­
versity. He said he has spent
more than 600 hours on the plan.
“ I’m doing this because I’m an 
ag student and I like to market. 
The pizza market in San Luis 
Obispo is up there at about $2.5 
million a year and the profit 
potential for the ASI is great. 
Right now it looks like we are 
right on schedule,’’ Jennings ad­
ded.
Jennings has coordinated most 
of the project, including adver­
tising. The coupons can be found 
in Mustang Daily and The Alter­
na t i ve .  They a re  being  
distributed and posted across 
campus and advertisements can 
be heard over KCPR radio.
Jennings is also handling most 
of the promotional aspects of the 
drive. This includes a monthly
Speak  
raurmiiMl
a lK O III
It's more than just talk. At ROLM, your career is always a 
two-way dialogue. Right from the start, you have an Immedi­
ate voice in important projects which shape the course of so­
phisticated business communications.
Your Input makes a difference at ROLM. A company that's 
always believed communication is the key to progress, we rely 
on the fresh perspective of our newest employees to help us 
maintain a leading position in the marketplace.
Your ideas hold the answers to the industry's most demand­
ing questions. Mew markets. Expanded capabilities. Innovative 
applications. And to foster those ideas, we make "create a 
great place to work" one of our most visible corporate 
philosophies.
Sp>eak with us in person when we visit your campus. We'll 
discuss the next decade of business communications, from 
technology to opportunity. And we'll tell you about the ROLM 
workplace, technically advanced and designed for professional 
growth, with surroundings and benefits that motivate bril­
liance and reward achievement.
After the hard work you've put into preparing for a career, 
we wouldn't think of offering anything less.
Computer Science Minors & 
Software Engineers
On'Campus 
Interviews
October 29
Pre-Interview Presentation
October 28
See your Placement Office for more details, 
or submit a resume and letter of interest to 
Magda Schoenhals, University Relations, ROLM 
Corporation, 4900 Old Ironsides Drive, M/S372, 
Santa Clara, CA 95054. We are an equal 
opportunity employer.
an IBM company
A great place to put your mind to work.
raffle for free pizzas and lunches, 
and free Carnation ice cream 
giveaways to nearly 5,000 stu­
dents during Thursday morning 
activity hours in the University 
Union.
The first of these promotional 
ice cream days was held Thurs­
day in the U.U. Some returning 
students may remember a Car­
nation ice cream giveaway last 
spring quarter, which Jennings 
had also coordinated.
Mike Aschenbrener, general 
manager of the three Central 
Coast Shakey’s restaurants, 
likened the company’s role as one 
of corporate responsibility and 
philanthropy.
Aschenbrener said Shakey’s is 
no stranger to corporate spon­
sorship. The Cal Poly baseball 
and basketball team s, the 
M ustang Boosters, Future 
Farmers of America and the Boy 
Scouts of America are just a few 
of the clubs and organizations 
which have benefitted from 
Shakey’s offers.
“ We do a lot of programs with 
the youth. We feel that we have a 
responsibility to put money back 
into the system and support 
those who support us,’’ Aschen­
brener said. “ And Cal Poly is a 
big community which we want to 
support through the ASI.’’
If the program succeeds, 
Swanson said it may pave the 
way for a full-time marketing 
director’s position which was 
done, away with because of ex­
cessive insurance costs.
Think
Slim.
Liose up to 10 pounds 
in as little as 2 weeks. 
Yoi^ won’t feel hungry’. 
You w///feel a new con­
fidence, a new control. 
No drugs, crash diets, or 
special foods to buy. 
Call for your first free 
consultation today.
T M TT'F
e n t p : í
Phone 541-diet
Address 1504 Marsh at Calif.
San Luis Obispo, Ca.
93401
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Women runners take first at Aztec Invitational
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OARYL SHOPTAUQH/Mustang Dally
L«tl«y Whit* (2) and Katy Manning (3) keep pace with Sylvia Mosqueda of Cai State Los Angeies.
By Dan Ruthemeyer
Sporta Editor
The women’s cross country 
team won its fifth straight Aztec 
Inv ita tional on Saturday, 
defeating some of the top Divi­
sion 1 teams in the nation.
Running against schools such 
as UC Irvine and the University 
of Arizona, the Lady Mustangs 
placed five runners in the top 16 
spots to pick up 54 points and 
the meet win.
Mustang coach Lance Harter 
said his team’s impressive finish 
would have been hard for any 
school to beat on any course.
“ To put five runners in the top 
16 is literally unstoppable,’’ he 
said.
Leading the top five Mustang 
finishers was Lesley White, who 
placed fourth with a time of 
17:18. According to Harter, 
White led the 3.1-mile race until 
the 2-mile mark when she was 
passed by the top three finishers.
Also finishing in the top 10 for 
the Mustangs was Katy Mann­
ing, who placed seventh with a 
time of 17:25. Last week in 
Riverside Manning had placed 
first with a time of 16:59.2.
Placing in the top spot was 
Sylvia Mosqueda of Cal State 
Los Angeles, who is the defen­
ding NCAA champion. Her time 
of 16:59 is the second fastest 
ever run on the course.
Finishing out the top three
were Sally Wood of UC Berkeley 
and Carol Royball of New Mex­
ico.
While the first place finish was 
the second for the Mustangs in 
as many weeks, Harter sees the 
victory as more meaningful than 
just another win. His reasoning 
lies in the fact that each time his
T o  put five 
runners in the 
top 16 is literally 
unstoppable. *
— Lance Harter
team has won the Aztec Invita­
tional it has also won the NCAA 
Division 11 title.
Harter said that the meet was 
very competitive in that there 
was only a 28 second difference 
between the top five finishers. 
He said that a time difference of 
one minute is usually considered 
good, and that a half minute dif­
ference rarely occurs.
Harter attributes much of the 
Mustangs’ early season success 
to the team’s great front running 
ability and its great depth.
“ There were five people in 
scoring position and any can be 
the leading runner on any given 
See WOMEN, page 14
Volleyball team loses 
to top-ranked Aztecs
By Andy Frokjer
Special to the Daily
Like the story of David and 
Goliath, the Cal Poly women’s 
volleyball team took on San 
Diego State Friday night hoping 
to knock off the top-ranked 
Aztecs.
Unfortunately, someone left 
the slingshot at home and it was 
the Mustangs who took a 
beating, losing the match in four 
games.
“ We got our face ripped off,’’ 
said M ustang coach Mike 
Wilton. “ We can play better. We 
need to have everybody focused 
and everybody ready to play.’’
The Mustangs had a little 
trouble getting started, and be­
fore the fans had a chance to^set- 
tle into their seats, San Diego 
State had roared out to a 10-1 
o pen ing  gam e le a d . ' The 
Mustangs fought back to get 
close but the unbeaten Aztecs 
settled down and took the first 
game 15-10.
For any fans who happened to 
wander in late, the Aztecs pro­
vided a replay of the first game 
in game two, jumping out to an 
11-3 lead. The Mustangs fought 
back again but their rally' came 
up short as the Aztecs won 15- 
10.
“ At the outset of the first two 
games, we were just not a team. 
We played like six individuals,’’ 
Wilton said.
Wilton made some line-up ad­
justments in game three and the 
Mustangs were able to prevent a 
sweep, winning 15-9.
The Aztecs took control early 
once again in game four, but 
there were no miracles for the 
Mustangs this time as the 
Aztecs won 15-4.
“ They weren’t about to let us 
in the fourth game because they 
knew that we could fight back,’’ 
said Wilton.
“ We have to play almost a 
perfect match to beat a team like 
that — a match like we played 
against Pepperdine.’’
The Mustangs knocked off a 
red-hot Pepperdine team last 
See VOLLEYBALL, page 14
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^  DARYL SHOPTAUQH/Muclang Dally
Left to right, Erin Deiters, Michelie Hansen and CTaudIa Hemmersbach gets some counseling from 
Mustang coach Mike Wilton during Friday night’s game against the San Diego State Aztecs.
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O verall Records
C r o s s  C o u n t r y Player Statistics C al Poly vs. S an  D iego S ta te
Sept. 27 Player................................. G A P Player Statistics
Team................. . . .W L T Pet. Aztec InvitationalFirst place finish — 54 pts. Dan Campbell..................... .7 1 15 Player.............. Aces Digs BIks
Northridge.......... . . . . 3 0 0 1.000 Jeff Meyer.......................... . 4 1 9
Southern Utah... .......4 1 0 .800 Dan Tobias.......................... .3 2 8 Carol Tschasar.. .................................................. 12 .276 0 6 9
Cal Lutheran . . . . .......2 1 0 .667 Top Cal Poly finishers — Lesley Quinn Allen........................ . 2 1 5 Vera Pendergast. .................................................. 13 .175 3 6 3
Cal PolySLO.... .......1 1 0 .500 White (Fourth place, 17:18), Katy Man- Grant Landy........................ . 1 3 5 Claudia Hemmersbach............................................. 0 .000 1 4 6
Santaclara....... .......1 1 0 .500 ning (Seventh place, 17:25.), Gladees Patrick Dwyer..................... . 1 2 4 Erin Deiters....... ....................................................3 .083 0 2 6
Sacramento....... .......1 1 1 .500 Prieur (12th place, 17:42), Lori Lopez David Shively...................... .0 2 2 Theresa Smith . . . ....................................................9 .278 2 7 1
Portland State ... .......1 2 0 .333 (15th place, 17:46), Kris Katterhagen Nick Boatright..................... . 1 0 2 Michelle Hansen .................................................. 13 .116 1 1 3
(16th place, 17:22). Jeff Reisdoii....................... .0 1 1 Susan Casey__ ....................................................0 .000 1 1 0
Eagles stop 
Dickerson, 
win one for 
Buddy Ryan
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — 
Quarterback Ron Jaworski’s 
three touchdown passes and a 
defense that stopped NFL 
rushing leader Eric Dickerson 
carried the Philadelphia Eagles 
to a 34-20 upset of the previously 
unbeaten Los Angeles Rams 
Sunday for embattled Buddy 
Ryan’s first head coaching vic­
tory.
Jaworski, who left the game 
with 8:34 left in the third quarter 
with a slight concussion, com­
pleted 17 of 27 passes for 213 
yards as the Eagles silenced the 
Veterans Stadium boo-birds who 
after three losses were shouting 
for Ryan’s scalp.
The ferocity of the Eagles’ of­
fense was only slightly more 
suprising than the collapse of the 
Rams’ defense, third in the 
league before Sunday. Los 
Angeles lost its first after three 
victories.
The Eagles, last in rushing 
defense, stonewalled Dickerson 
in the first half, allowing him 
just 19 yards on eight carries. He 
wound up with 58 yards.
The Eagles soared to a 27-0 
halftime lead, turning an in­
tercepted pass, a fumble recovery 
and a trick play into 17 of those 
points.
On the fourth play of the game, 
the Eagles’ Andre W aters 
returned an intercepted pass 15 
yards to the Rams’ 21. Los 
Angeles held, and Paul McFad- 
den kicked a 22-yard field goal 
just 3:41 into the game.
On the Rams’ next series, 
Dickerson fumbled after catching 
a pass and the Eagles’ Wes 
H opkins recovered at the 
Philadelphia 40. It took nine 
plays to complete a 60-yard 
drive, with Jaworski throwing a 
15-yard touchdown pass to tight 
end John Spagnola for a 10-0 
lead with 5:39 left in the quarter.
The Rams finally scored with 
1:19 left in the third period on a 
13-play, 75-yard drive. Quarter­
back Steve Oils, who had replac­
ed injured starter Steve Bar- 
tkowski in the second period, 
threw a 15-yard scoring pass to 
Ron Brown.
With 7:13 left in the game, Dils 
completed a four-play, 73-yard 
drive with a 28-yard TD pass to 
Bobby Duckworth.
The Rams completed the scor­
ing with 1:40 left in the game, 
when Dils threw his third 
touchdown pass of the day.
/
In J days 
the Lord
created
heaven
Give us
J days* \1 
and we*ll
get you
earth
your \ 
Guaranteed
Student Loan;
Within seven days* after 
Educaid receives your 
correctly completed applica­
tion, your GSL check will be 
on its way to your Financial 
Aid Office. See your FAO 
and ask for Educaid. Or call 
us and we’ll send you an 
application.
BONUS!
GSL’s from Educaid are not 
only a lot faster, but a little
bigger. Educaid’s insurance 
premium is less than that 
charged by most other 
California lenders. You get 
a little more money to apply 
toward your education.
PLEASE NOTE
1 Be patient with your financial aid 
officers They are overworked
2 Students with prior loans are advised 
to not cross-borrow
3 Federal regulations prohibit lenders 
from releasing GSL checks earlier than 
30 days prior to the start of the loan 
period.
*Educaid’s processing time. School processing time may 
take longer. Allow time for U.S. mail & school processing 
before and after Educaid’s 7 days.
Educaid
BY TRANS WOBlF) iNSUPANCt COMPATJ''
2131 L Street Sacramento. CA 95816 (916) 446 1626 
From Orange County/S Calif (714) 541 8101 
From the Bay Area: (415)982 7667 
Toll free in Calif : (800) 443 7667
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Campbell scores seventh goal in 2-1 Poly win
Victory over Sacramento State gives 
M ustangs 6-1 record on the season
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TUSTIN ELLISON/Muttang Daily
A Cal Poly soccer player looks to control the ball Saturday against Sacramento State.
By John Samuel Baker
Staff Writer
Forward Dan Campbell knock­
ed in his seventh goal of the 
season Saturday night in 
M ustang Stadium  as Poly 
defeated Cal State Sacramento, 
2-1. He has scored in his last six 
consecutive games, getting two 
against Stanford and one against 
each of the other five opponents.
The only game in which he 
didn’t score was against Chico, 
the first game of the year.
This time the goal was by way 
of a crossing pass by Jeff 
Reisdorf which Campbell booted 
in at 15 minutes into the first 
half.
“ We’re looking for him to scot;e 
25 goals this season,’’ said assis­
tant coach and former player 
Curtis Apsey, who incidentally 
holds the record for goals in a 
season.
“ The more successful he is, the 
more successful the team will 
be,’’ he said.
Neil Boatwright got his first 
goal of the season when he 
pounded a loose ball into the 
back of the net 30 minutes into 
the first half.
The Hornets netted their sole 
score midway through the second 
half off a cornerkick play. There 
was some confusion as to who 
scored the goal, as there was a 
lot of scrambling out in front of 
the net. Apsey even suggested 
the possibility that a Poly player
accidentally put it in.
The Mustangs controlled the 
game for the most part and took 
18 shots on goal to Sacramento’s 
one, which was saved by sopho­
more Marc Wilson, who was 
making his first start this
season.
It’s quite likely that Poly
would have scored more, but the
*The more successful 
he (Campbell) is, 
the more successful 
the team will be. *
— Curtis Apsey
saturated, muddy field handi­
capped the Mustangs from 
repeating their high-scoring vic­
tory over the Hornets two weeks 
ago in Sacramento, 5-1. Mid­
fielder Paul Hansen almost add­
ed two more goals to the talley 
near the end of Saturday’s game 
when he hit the post on two dif­
ferent shots.
The kickers will hit the road 
this weekend to play the Univer­
sity of San Francisco on Friday 
and UC Berkeley on the Bears’ 
Astroturf field on Saturday.
The next home game is Wed­
nesday, Oct. 8 at 7:30 in 
Mustang Stadium when Cal Poly 
will meet a very good Cal State 
Northridge team.
PULSE
The section that brings to you in-depth inform a­
tion on the lifestyles of students and the people 
who teach them. W atch for it -every W ednesday 
in Mustang Daily.
EXPERIENCE 
THE  
THRILL  
OF FLYING
Be an Air Force navigator.
Using highly sophisticated equipment, you'll he 
responsible foi directing your aircraft to its desti­
nation with pinpoint accuracy. You’ll have to be 
alert to all aspects of flying and have a compre­
hensive understanding of your aircraft and capa­
bilities.
Our navigators are the best in the world. They 
train in the finest facilities.
Just what kind of people are we looking for? 
W e’re seeking capable young men and women 
who can rise to meet a challenge. We need people 
who are leaders and decision makers. We’re 
looking for people who can remain calm under 
pressure and make accurate split-second judge­
ments.
If this describes you. contact your nearest Air 
Force recruiter. Ask about the challenging and 
rewarding future you’ll have as an Air Force 
navigator.
We have the experience you’re looking for. 
Contact your Air Force recruiter today.
MM.
CONTACT:
TSgt. Sherrill Hodges 
805/543 -0700 A g re a t  w ay  of lite
FOR
THE SERIOUS. THE DEDICATED.
THE PROGRAMS
•3 progressive levels of 
aerobic exercise classes 
•Personalized programs to 
suit every body type at no 
extra charge
•6 varieties of aerobic for­
mats to challenge all 
fitness levels 
•Staff of 16 trained instruc 
tors to help answer ail 
your questions 
•Non-impact aerobics for 
beginners & advanced 
students
THE FACILITIES
•Total 8000 sq. ft. facility 
•2000 sq. ft. aerobic room 
with wood base floor to 
protect against injuries 
•Ladie’s and men’s locker 
and shower facilities 
•Nautilus, World Class, 
Universal Equipment along 
with plenty of “Free 
Weight’’
•Computerized Lifecycle 
Bikes (minimal Fee) 
•AM/PM childcare
MALONEY^S GYM & FITNESS CENTER
3546 So. Higuera, S.L.O., Phone 541-5180
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DARYL SHORT AUG H/Mustang Daily
Mustang setter Claudia Hemmersbach quick sets the ball to Erin Deiters 
in Friday’s game against San Diego State.
VOLLEYBALL
From page 12
Tuesday at home with a nearly 
flawless offense and a defense 
that wouldn’t let anything hit 
the floor. But Friday night - it 
was the Aztecs who kept the 
floor clean, digging out 58 hits 
and leaving a floor full of dents 
on the Mustangs’ side.
Aztec middle blocker Kris 
Morton was a one-woman 
wrecking crew, pounding down 
19 kills on 26 sets.
“ We didn’t stop her. It was 
like a woman playing with little 
girls,’’ said Wilton.
The Mustangs were lead by 
middle blocker Carol Tschasar 
who had 12 kills in 29 attempts 
with eight blocks. Teammates 
Vera Pendergast and Michelle 
Hansen added 13 kills each.
“ We don’t have the firepower 
so we need to do all the other 
stuff well: team defense, . pass­
ing, serving.’’
Despite the loss, Wilton said 
he thinks the Oct. 18 rematch 
will have a different outcome on 
Poly’s home court.
“ I’m not disheartened. I 
honestly think we can beat 
them,’’ he said. “ I haven’t seen 
anybody yet I don’t think we 
can beat if we’re playing our 
best.’’
The loss dropped Cal Poly’s 
overall record to 8-3 and its 
Pacific Coast Athletic Con­
ference record to 3-2. The 
Mustangs will have their en­
durance tested this week as they 
play three more conference mat­
ches on the road.
The Mustangs will take to the 
road Tuesday to play UC Santa 
Barbara in a 7:30 p.m. contest.
m o n d ^
tnadness“ The Original! 99
$8.00 buys any large 
one item pizza with 
two 16 oz.'Ice cold cokes.
Offer good only on Mondays
FAST, FREE DELIVERY!
No Coupons Necessary- JUST ASK
San Luis Obispo 
775A Foothill Blvd
544-3636
Now Also in Los Osos! 
2084A 9th
528-0800
Share your views
Write a letter 
to the editor
DARYL SHOPTAUQH/Mustang Daily
Mustang runner Gladees Prieur stretches before the Aztec Invitational.
WOMEN
From page 12
week,’’ he said.
While White was the top Cal 
Poly finisher in San Diego, it was 
Katy Manning who finished first 
for the Mustangs the week before 
in Riverside. Harter said that 
next week the top finisher might 
be Gladees Prieur, Lori Lopez or 
Kris Katterhagen.
A main factor in who finishes 
first for the Mustangs, said
WELCOME CAL POLY STUDENTS
Sale-Sale-Sale
Vz Price on everything
Where???
UVS Thrift Shop
474 Marsh 
543-1545 
When???
Sept. 29 thru Oct. 4
Harter, is the type of course that 
is run. He said that Manning 
would do better on courses with 
steep hills, while Prieur would 
benefit from her great leg speed 
on the level courses.
Harter said the Aztec Invita­
tional course had some steep hills 
and became very narrow at cer­
tain points. He said that near the 
start of the course the 250 or so 
runners were forced to run along 
a sidewalk.
He said that because the width 
of the course becomes so narrow 
early on, runners are forced to 
fight for the early lead. The Cal 
Poly runners, he said, were near 
the front of the pack at the 
beginning of the race.
The Mustangs will take to the 
road Saturday when they run in 
the Stanford Invitational in Palo 
Alto. Harter said that this will be 
the toughest meet of the year for 
his runners.
COUPO«
WELCOME BA CK SPECIAL!!
Come on down to the Ark 
and see what *s cooking:
• DELUXE B U R G E R S • S A L A D S •
• SANDW ICH ES • OM ELETTES •
• BREAK FAST ALL DAY •
• MODERATE PR IC ES«
• OPEN 7 DAYS, 6am - 10pm 
1885 M onterey S t., SLO
I AHKTWO AimTW O
' $1.00 OFF
. Any of our deluxe burgers:
\ HAWAIIAN, MUSHROOM, TERIYAKI, & 13 MORE!
I served with green salad & thick fries
I 1885 Monterey at Grand i
J  SXFiRCS OCTOeen a i. 198$ C O u l ^ N  o t h e r  pi$COL«StT$, j
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AMA MEETING
TUESDAY 9/3011-12 IN ARCH 225 
GUEST SPEAKER: THE PRESIDENT 
OF SANTA BARBARA SAVINGS
^ S IN E S S  MAJORS
D«lta Sigma PI, tha professional 
business fraternity Is beginning their fall 
recruiting. All male A female business 
majors are Invited to meet the Chapter 
Night. Sept. 29, Arch.225 at 7:30. Call 
544-1009 If you have any questions.
Cal Poly Wine Society meets Thurs. 10/2 
at 11am in Sci 52-A11. Upcoming activi­
ties will be discussed & film on German 
wine to be shown.
DPMAIS BACK!!
The Data Processing Management 
association welcomes all majors to our 
first meeting on Tuesday Sept. 30 at 
11:00 am Business Room 204.
PENGUINS M/C
HEYILIKE BIKES7HAVE WE GOT A CLUB 
FOR YOUlWEEKLY DIRT AND STREET 
RIDES,OVERNIQHTERS,BBQ‘S,PAR- 
TIES,ENDURO‘S,ON CAMPUS STRG 1ST 
MEETING MONDAY 9-29 8PM FISHER 
SCIENCE 287INFO 544-9407.
New & Improved 
Gay A Lesbian Student Union 
First meeting Wed. Oct 1 7:00pm 
Dex 34-167 Refreshments provided 
New members welcome
SCUBA CLUB
1st MEETING MON 29 7PM CHUMASH 
RAFFLE & SLIDE SHOW 
FOR INFO 541-5105 DIRK
SKI SKI SKI !
Cal Poly Ski Club is having its 1st 
meeting this Weds. Oct 1st 8pm, Science 
Rm E-27. All info on parties, trips, and 
T-shirts included! Guy, Girl, Beginner or 
expert, everyone welcome! Be there!
Society of Flight Test Engineers First 
Meeting Mon. 29 8:00 Sci. N. Rm 215 Ed­
wards AFB Trip Info. Membershipp, Ac­
tivities, Flying Info.
T-SHIRTS
Screen printing for clubs and special 
events. Low prices helpful service. INK 
SPOT 543-7991.
WANT TO HORSE AROUND? COME TO 
THE POLO CLUB MEETING ON WED.
OCT 1 AT 7:30 PM IN AG 241.
PRELAW CLUB MEETING 
LSAT Debrieting Session 
O ct2 ,11-12, A g in .
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS REPS WILL BE 
AT THE BOOKSTORE OCT 2ND & 3RD 
TO PROVIDE INFORMATION ON TI'S 
COMMITMENT TO QUALITY AND SER­
VICE. PLUS THEY'LL BE OFFERING 
ON-THE-SPOT EXCHANGE, AT NO 
CHARGE, TO ANYONE WHO MAY BE 
EXPERIENCING DIFFICULTY WITH 
THEIR TI-30II, TI-35, TI-55II, BAH AND 
BA35.
MAKE A DIFFERENCE
The ASI President Is looking for students 
to appoint to a host of University Com­
mittees. Please see Linda Lee in the ASI 
Student offices.
HONDA PASSPORT MOTORCYCLE- 
Excellent Condition- 3800 miles 
-$350 or BEST OFFER- 541-1826.
LEARN TO DIVE!I
THE SCUBA CLUB IS NOW OFFERING 
LESSONS. FOR MORE INFO COME TO 
OUR 1ST MTG MON 29 7PM CHUMASH.
ESCAPE for the WEEKEND!Relax and 
have fun.17th Annual Ranch Trip thru ASI 
outings.Hike,swim,spa,volleyball,great 
food,FUN,FUN,FUN.Sign up In the 
Escape Route UU112.
DPMA
Welcomes all Business and CSC majors 
to a great Fall 861!
IF YOU CAN WALK,
YOU CAN SQUARE DANCE
Lessons begin 9/29 7-8:30pm. For Info, 
call Rec Sports 546-1366.
IS LIFE A BEACH?
Find out at College Life (Tuet)
PROFESSORS EXAM FILES for 
Engineering, Chemistry, Physics, "■ 
EIT, Calculus. At El Corral Bookstore.
ALPHA CHI SIGMA
Professional Chemistry Fraternity 
Increase your bond order 
Open Meeting Tues 11AM E46.
BUSINESS COUNCIL MEETING 
MONDAY EPT29 
6pm
BUSINESS BLDG 
Rm114
SIGN UPS Begin Wed.Oct 1 at 7pm In the 
UU Craft Center. Bike repair, woodwork­
ing, ceramics and more!
DELTA TAU FRATERNITY 
FALLL RUSH
9/25 Travel the Woifd(Rm. to Rm.) 8K)0
9/27 Toga Party 8A0
9/29 South of the Border Night 8:00
10/1 Smoker(Coat A Tie) 8K)0
10/2 Barbeque Ribs A Sor. 8:30
10/3 Mash Party (InvHe Only) 8:00
10/4 Sorority Exchange
ANY QUESTIONS CALL 543-9658.
ALPHA GAMMA RHO FRATERNITY 
FALL RUSH 1986 
SEPT 29 THRU OCT 4 
CALL 544-8919 OR 541-3909 
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
ALPHA SIGMA FALL RUSH 543-0283 
SEPT 24 SPAGHETTI FEED 6:00
26 WWII PARTY 8:00
27 VOLLEYBALL AND BBQ 2:00
29 MON. NIGHT FOOTBALL 6:00
30 SMOKER,TRI TIP SAN. 8:00 
PLUS MORE EVENTS-CHECK IT OUT!
LAMBDA CHIALPHA
»
FALL RUSH
FRI9/26 7PM ROOM TO ROOM TALES 
SAT 9/27 NOON SLAM HOOP & BBQ 
SUN 9/28 WORKSHOP TBA 
TUE9/30CHINESE NEW YEAR 
Free rides to and from dorms, call 
5449913 for Info 1617 Santa Rosa
DELTA SIGMA PHI 
FALL 86
DON'T MISS OUR LAST TWO EVENTS
Mon.9/29 Dinner/Meeting 5:45pm 
T ues.9/30 Smoker 5:45pm
(Both Coat/Tie)
PHI-ERUP
SIGMA KAPPA'S PLEDGE CLASS 
WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOUl ! !
SIGMA CHI OMEGA RUSH 
OCT 1 TOGA 7:00 GRANGE HALL 
OCT 2 RAO PLAID 7.00 GRANGE HALL 
OCT 3 SMOKER 8:00 208 PATRICIA 
OCT 4 BBQ 12:00 CUESTA PARK 
OCT 4 EXCHANGE WITH AOII
SIGMA CHI OMEGA 
RUSH
October 1 thru 4 for rides and 
information call Ken Wilson 543-0164.
TAU BETA PI------
SEE WHAT'S NEW FOR THE COMING 
YEAR.FIRST MEETING TUESDAY SEPT 
30 IN SCIENCE BLDG RM A12 6:00pm.
“TH E TA  CHI RUSH
9/24Gaming Night 8:00 HOUSE 
9/27 Tubing Down 10:00 HOUSErivAruu/AXO
9/29Mon. Night 5:30 HOUSE 
Football
9/30 Barbeque and 3:00 CUESTA 
Frisbee PARK 
10/1 South of the 
Border Dinner 6:00 HOUSE 
10/3 Invitation T.B.A.
Party
CALL FOR RIDES 543-9784.
ADDRESS 844 UPHAM ST.
Welcome Rho Pledge Class 
You're the Hottest 
Love the Sisters of ZTA!
COMPUTER TERMINAL AND MODEM 
FOR RENT-S75 PER QTR. CALL 528-8671.
SCHOLARSHIPS GRANTS LOANS 
Computerized Search Service 
Guarenteed results-Call 541-5440.
WHEN YOU WANT 
THE BEST 
MUSIC EXPRESS 
PRO D.J.'S!
Full light show w/professional 
sound system. 10% discount 
if you mention this ad!
CALL ROBERT AT 546-3838.
TUTORING
CHEM ST AT MATH 10 hr/$55 
Call Allen at 543-3459
A-1 Secretarial Service Papers, 
Resumes,Senior Projects,Word Process- 
ing-CLASSIFIED COMPUTER 756 Santa 
RosaSLO 5430321.
FAST SERVICE - EXPERIENCED TYPIST 
$1.25 Page. Call Chris Lloyd 543-7631 
544-2943
R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING 
(Rona) M-Sat, 9am-6pm,by appt, 544-2591.
X-MAS BREAK 
SKI AUSTRIA $749
Air, First Class accomodations, 1 week 
free Avis Car. Not a misprint. Space is 
limited, call Gulliver's travel 546-8612 in 
theUU.
LAUGH 
ASYLUM 
COMEDYSHOW
FEATURING 3 HILARIOUS COMEDIANS 
CAL POLY THEATRE FRI OCT 3 
8 & 10 PM ASI SPECIAL EVENTS
“PEE WEE'S BIG ADVENTURE "
WITH A “THREE STOOGES" SHORT 
ON WED. OCT.1 7&9:15pm ONLY $1.50 
AT CHUMASH AUDITORIUM.
Start training now! The wellness 
Decathlon is Tuesday October 7th.
WANT TO GET INVOLVED IN THE MUSIC 
INDUSTRY? THEN ASI CONCERTS 
NEEDS YOU! MEETINGS ARE THURS­
DAY NIGHTS, 6«0 pm, UU rm 220. 
Everyone is welcome!
Customer Service No exp. nec. will train! 
Flex. hrs. Cal! Kathy for int.appt. and info 
541-0961.
Question: Where can you earn $3.70/hr to 
start vrith raises to $4.35/hr? Enjoy a flex­
ible work schedule & get a free meal after 
4 hours of work?? Answer: As a main din­
ing complex dishroom washer. See Ran­
dy or Debra in the main dining complex 
or call 546-1176 ext 9.
$10-$500 weekly/up mailing circulars! 
Rush self-addressed, stamped envelope: 
A-1, 11020 Ventura, Suite 268 Dep BA, 
Studio City, CA 91604.
FULL SCREEN TERMINAL(like in library) 
EPSON MX-80 printer(parallel&series ) 
New Modem $475 JIM 772-1901.
Mini Fridge For Sale. Perfect for dorms. 
Own for less than the price of Renting for 
the year. $50 Contact Lyndon at 544-6645.
1969V W B U G 1500C C  528-5999 
$500.
76 TOYOTA COROLLA,A/C,AM/FM/Cass. 
5sp,runs great.$1200 or BO 
Call eves 489-6493.
81 Datsun Low mileage AM/FM Cassette 
Stereo $2300/offer AL 5468135.
83 TOYOTA COROLLA mint cond AM/FM 
37mpg $3900 )B) Call eve 544-0678.
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44 
through the U.S. government? Get the 
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 ext. 8545.
VOLVOS For Sale: 1971 & 1964 (con- 
verted to p/u)-either 600obo. Also have 
many Volvo parts. 543-8853.
Roommate Wanted
Own Room Shared Bath $225mo & Dep 
1/2 util Ocean View Susan 481-7546 922- 
6401.
ROOMMATES NEEDED 
NEED 2 F ROOMMATES to share a 
room and bath. $260 mo. & util. 
Call Carolyn or Kathryn 543-5443.
Fm rmmte needed to share room in 2 
bdrm apt. close to Poly. Fun rmmts! 
$170/mo 541-8314.
OWN ROOM:IN FURN.APT.$250/mo. 
$300DEP.41/2UTIL. 544-1274.
QUIT WASTING RENT MONEY!
Call for a list of affordable SLO homes. 
Kent Mazzia, C/P, 544-5777 or 544-1676 
after 4 pm
BUYING A HOUSE?
For a free list of all the affordaMe houses 
and condos for sale in SLO,including 
condos near Poly, call Steve Nelson F/S 
Inc. 543-8370. Leave message.
By owner clean single wide 2 bdrm 1 bath 
dbl expando. Extras & super insulation in 
Chumash $30000 543-7588.
I
♦
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STARS ASTRONAUT
From page 1
series “ Family Ties,” started off 
the speeches by urging voter 
registration and saying that the 
proposition gives citizens the 
right to put needed pressure on 
companies polluting California’s 
water. “ We need to let companies 
know that we don’t want chemi­
cals dumped into our water,’’ he 
said.
Whoopi Goldberg, comedian 
and star of “ The Color Purple,’’ 
said: “ I’m tired of drinking bad 
water. I want someone to tell me 
they’re putting crap into the 
water,'and then, if I don’t like ^ il— 
1 want toTbe able to sue them.” . < ^
t y
Rob Lowe, who starred in 
“ About Last Night,” said he 
wasn’t proud that he is 22 years 
old and never voted, but said he 
would vote in the November 
election. He appealed to the 
crowd by saying, “ People who 
support the measure are groups 
like the PTA, and those who 
don’t are oil companies, chemical 
plants and insecticide manufac­
turers.”
Rue McClanahan, from “ Gold­
en Girls,” said, “ We are very 
fortunate in this country to be 
able to vote and express our opi­
nions, and now we need to take a 
stand against toxic waste being 
dumped into our water.”
The three-day event started in 
Los Angeles and, before coming 
to San Luis Obsipo, toured Long 
Beach, San Diego, Newport 
Beach and Santa Barbara. The 
tour ended with stops in Santa 
Clara and San Francisco.
From page 1
“ Hoot” Gibson, is a physician as 
well as an astronaut and the 
mother of a four-year-old boy.
“ It’s not easy combining 
everything,” she said. “ Daily 
there are compromises that have 
to be made.”
For instance, on a day-to-day 
basis, the space program is her 
main priority, she said. However, 
if her son becomes ill, the balance 
shifts.
Although her work with NASA 
keeps her very busy, Seddon 
practices emergency medicine on 
the weekends to keep abreast of 
the field.
In 1977, NASA began accep­
ting applications for a new class 
of astronauts. This was the first 
time NASA actively recruited 
women, Seddon said. Out of 
7,000 applicants, Seddon and her
husband were among the final 35 
selected to be trained  as 
astronauts for the space shuttle 
program.
It was during the training that 
she met her husband, Seddon 
said. “ I’ve been lucky enough to 
combine my personal and profes­
sional life.”
W hen asked  ab o u t the 
Challenger disaster, Seddon said, 
“ It’s almost difficult to describe 
how devastated all of us felt,” 
referring to the other astronauts 
in the program. She pointed out 
that the crew members who died 
were very close friends, and that 
made it extremely hard to deal 
with. From a more practical 
point of view, she said, “ It has 
put all of our careers on hold.”
She said it is likely that the 
shuttle will begin flying again in 
early 1988.
Seddon brought up the fact 
that during the Apollo space 
program, 3 percent of American 
tax dollars was given to NASA, 
whereas that percentage has now 
dropped to .07 percent. “ Perhaps 
it has caught up with us trying 
to do more and more with less 
and less,” she said.
“ I’m proud to be known as a 
‘woman astronaut’ because there 
are so few,” Seddon said. “ But in 
the f>iture, it would be nice if 
everyone would just say 
‘astronaut’ without any gender 
attached.
Seddon told the audience “ I’m 
proud of you for thinking about 
your future. When 1 was in high 
school, women didn’t really think 
that far ahead.”
The address included a movie 
presentation of Seddon’s 1985 
space shuttle Discovery mission.
DIVEST
From page 1
Soares said not only have those 
two companies given Cal Poly 
a sse ts  to ta l l in g  c lose  to  
$900,000, but they have also 
hired dozens of Cal Poly stu­
dents.
“ 1 know you students and 
faculty aren’t interested in giv­
ing that $900,000 back, and I 
don’t blame you,” he said. His 
concern, though, is fairness in 
dealing with those companies. '  
The plan in carrying out 
divestment includes:
□  An 18-month deadline 
(December 1988) for full divest­
ment “ in an orderly, prudent
manner.
□  Standards ensuring that the 
Foundation won’t lose much 
financially in finding new in­
vestments.
□  Periodic review of the new 
holdings by ' the investment 
committee.
Although the Foundation’s 
decision has set the wheels roll­
ing toward full divestment, some 
proponents of divestment are not 
likely to be happy with the 18- 
month deadline. Robert Bonds, a 
former academic senator, asked 
about the possibility of full 
divestment occurring sooner. He
also expressed concern that there 
are no black members on the 
Foundation Board or on any of
its committees which could bring 
about faster changes in policy.
Dean of Students Russ Brown, 
a Foundation Board member and 
a divestment proponent, in­
troduced the possibility of the 
Foundation establishing a fund 
for groups on campus concerned 
with and acting on social respon­
sibility.
The proposition was tabled un­
til the next board meeting to en­
sure its full consideration.
62 killed 
in Beirut 
over leader
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — 
Christian militia hardliners 
crushed a comeback attempt by 
an ousted, pro-Syrian com­
mander Sunday in 24 hours of 
street battles in Christian east 
Beirut, which police said killed 
62 people and wounded 198.
Fighting began at dawn 
Saturday when about 600 sup­
porters of Elie Hobeika, former 
commander of the Lebanese 
Forces Christian militia, stormed 
across the Green Line dividing 
east Beirut from the Moslem 
western sector.
“ The last pocket of resistance 
was mopped up at daybreak, 
when 12 infiltrators from Elie 
H obeika’s supporters su r­
rendered,” said a communique 
issued by the Lebanese Forces, 
the nation’s largest Christian 
militia.
Police confirmed that loyalists 
of Lebanese Forces commander 
Samir Geagea defeated the 
pro-Hobeika attackers.
There was no word on the 
whereabouts of Hobeika, ousted 
from the command of the 
Lebanese Forces by Geagea’s 
hardliners Jan. 15 for signing a 
Syrian-sponsored peace pact with 
Moslem militia leaders. President 
Amin Gemayel, a Maronite 
Catholic,^was among the Chris­
tians who felt the accord conced­
ed too much to the moslems.
541-44201 large
WOODSTOCKS PIZZA
1 topping w/2 soft drinks 
j Mondays Only $7.85 EXPIRES
I (one coupon per pizza) 10/15/86
I
1 small 541-4420 *
WOODSTOCKS PIZZA
1 topping w/2 soft drinks 
Mondays Only $5,41 EXPIRES
(one coupon per pizza) 10/15/86
Graduated Savings.
á M
OFF
ALL lOK GOLD
'ar ■ . .................
OFF
ALL 14K GOLD
OFF
ALL 18K GOLD
Om'wwkonly, savc'oM tht'gold ringofyourchoici'. ForcompU'te 
details, st»!' your Jostens represtmtative at:
September 29 - October 3
9:00 am - 4:30 pm
JOSTENS
A M E R I C A  S C O L L E G E  R I N G ’ ''
El GDfial Bookstoie
MON FRI 7 45AM 4 30PM SAT 10 30AM 2 30PM
